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Craiglie Business Park
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CRAIGLIE  QLD  4877

POSTAL:
P.O. Box 831,
PORT DOUGLAS QLD  4877  

E-Mail: adminpd@gmacert.com.au
Web: www.gmacert.com.au

30 July 2018

The Chief Executive Officer
Douglas Shire Council
PO Box 723
MOSSMAN  Q  4873

Attention: Development Assessment

Dear Sir/Madam,

Re: Application for Building Work Made Assessable Development under the Planning Scheme
Lot  31  RP749728 [no. 21] Hibiscus Avenue, Rocky Point

GMA Certification Group has been engaged to assess an application for the construction of a garage on 
the abovementioned allotment.   The subject site is located within an Environmental Management Zone.
 
Accordingly, an application for Building Work made Assessable Development under the Planning 
Scheme is enclosed for Council’s consideration, which includes:

1. DA Form 1;
2. Assessment;
3. Geotechnical Report; &,
4. Plans

Should you require any further information or wish to discuss the application, please contact me on 
4098 5150 or by email Jevans@gmacert.com.au

Kind Regards,

Jeff Evans
GMA Certification Group



Planning Report

Application for a Development Permit for a Building Work 
made assessable development under the Planning Scheme for 

the purpose of a garage on land described as 

Lot 31 on RP749728 no. 21 Hibiscus Court, Rocky Point

July 2018



1.0 Application Details

Table 1.  Summary of relevant details of the application.

Applicant Elisabeth Lang & Juergen Koenig

Registered Owner of Land Elisabeth Lang & Juergen Koenig

Contact Jeff Evans

GMA Certification Group Pty Ltd

PO Box 831 

PORT DOUGLAS  Q  4877

Ph 07 4098 5150 

Real Property Description Lot 31  on RP749728

Location 21 Hibiscus Court, Rocky Point

Tenure Free Hold

Total Area 2.275 Hectares

Present Use Dwelling

Contaminated Lands or Environmental 
Management Registers

Nil

Easements and Encumbrances Nil 

Proposal Development Permit for Building Work made assessable 
under the Planning Scheme for a garage 

Local Government Authority Douglas Shire Council

Planning Scheme Douglas Shire Planning Scheme 2018

Planning Area Environmental Management Zone

Overlays Bushfire

Hillslopes

Natural Areas

Potential Landslip

Landscape Values – High



2.0 Proposed Development

The application seeks a Development Permit for a Building Work made assessable development under 
the Planning Scheme for the purpose of a garage on the subject allotment.   

The attached plans illustrate:

 Site plan, indicating the location of the proposed garage; and,
 Architectural plans including floor plans and elevations.

3.0 Level of Assessment

The proposed development is ‘assessable development’ under the Douglas Shire Planning Scheme and 
as defined in the Planning Act 2016.

Under the provisions of the Planning Act and the Douglas Shire Planning Scheme, the following level of 
assessment is applicable, in accordance with the IDAS process:

 ‘Code Assessable” – Building Work within the Environmental Management Zone

4.0 Planning Considerations 

The Planning Act 2016, provides a legislative framework within Queensland for local and state 
authorities to assess development applications.  Relevant matters within the Planning Act with respect 
to the application are considered below.

4.1 Douglas Shire Planning Scheme Code Assessment
Table 2 provides an assessment of the proposal with regard to the Douglas Shire Planning Scheme’s 
associated Codes.  The proposal generally complies with the Acceptable Solutions of the Scheme.



Table 2.  Assessment Against the Douglas Shire Planning Scheme Codes

Environmental Management Zone Code

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES COMMENTS

PO1 The height of all buildings 
and structures is in keeping 
with the natural 
characteristics of the site. 
Buildings and structures 
are low-rise and not unduly 
visible from external sites. 

AO1.1 Buildings and structures 
are not more than 8.5 metres 
and two storeys in height.

Note – Height is inclusive of 
the roof height. 

AO1.2 Buildings have a roof 
height not less than 2 metres.

 The proposed development 
complies as it has a maximum 
height of approximately 8.3m. 

PO2 Buildings and structures 
are set back to: (a) 
maintain the natural 
character of the area; (b) 
achieve separation from 
neighbouring buildings and 
from road frontages.

AO2 Buildings and structures 
are set back not less than: 

(a) 40 metres from the 
frontage of a state controlled 
road;

(b) 25 metres from the 
frontage to Cape Tribulation 
Road; 

(c) 6 metres from any other 
road; 

(d) 6 metres from the side and 
rear boundaries of the site.

The proposed setback is 3200mm 
from the road boundary to the 
outermost projection.

The reduced setback is necessary 
to reduce the overall height of the 
building due to the slope of the 
land.

The proposal will be consistent 
with setback of the existing 
dwelling on the allotment and 
therefore will maintain the natural 
character of the area and achieve 
adequate separation from 
neighbouring buildings.  

PO3 Development is consistent 
with the purpose of the 
Environmental 
management zone and 
protects the zone from the 
intrusion of inconsistent 
uses.

AO3 Inconsistent uses as 
identified in Table 6.2.4.3.b 
are not established in the 
Environmental management 
zone. 

The use is not inconsistent. 

PO4 The site coverage of all 
buildings and structures 

PO4 No acceptable outcomes 
are prescribed. 

NA



and associated services do 
not have an adverse effect 
on the environmental or 
scenic values of the site.

PO5 Development is located, 
designed, operated and 
managed to respond to the 
characteristics, features 
and constraints of the site 
and its surrounds. 

AO5.1 Buildings, structures 
and associated access, 
infrastructure and private 
open space are sited: 

(a) within areas of the site 
which are already cleared; or 
(b) within areas of the site 
which are environmentally 
degraded; 

(c) to minimise additional 
vegetation clearing. 

AO5.2 Buildings and structures 
and associated infrastructure 
are not located on slopes 
greater than 1 in 6 (16.6%) or 
on a ridgeline

The garage is to be constructed on 
an area of the land which has 
previously been landscape by the 
owners.  Therefore, natural 
vegetation will not be affected. 

The garage is to be located on a 
slope which is consistent with the 
existing dwelling.  A geotechnical 
report accompanies the 
application.

PO6 Buildings and structures 
are responsive to steep 
slope through innovative 
construction techniques so 
as to: 

(a) maintain the geotechnical 
stability of slopes; 

(b) minimise cut and/or fill; 

(c) minimise the overall height 
of development

AO6.1 Where development on 
land steeper than 1 in 6 
(16.6%) cannot be avoided, 
development follows the 
natural contours of the land 
and single plane concrete slab 
on-ground methods of 
construction are not utilised. 
AO6.2 Access and vehicle 
manoeuvring and parking 
areas are constructed and 
maintained to:

(a) minimise erosion; 

(b) minimise cut and fill; 

(c) follow the natural contours 
of the site. 

The location and design of the 
proposed garage maintains the 
geotechnical stability of the site, 
minimises cut and fill and overall 
height of the building. 

PO7 The exterior finishes of 
buildings and structures 
are consistent with the 
surrounding natural 
environment.

PO7 The exterior finishes and 
colours of buildings and 
structures are non-reflective 
and are moderately dark to 
darker shades of grey, green, 
blue and brown or the 
development is not visible 
external to the site. 

Exterior colours of the garage will 
be consistent with the existing 
dwelling.



PO8 Development does not 
adversely affect the 
amenity of the zone and 
adjoining land uses in 
terms of traffic, noise, dust, 
odour, lighting or other 
physical or environmental 
impacts.

AO8 No acceptable outcomes 
are prescribed 

NA

PO9 The density of 
development ensures that 
the environmental and 
scenic amenity values of 
the site and surrounding 
area are not adversely 
affected.

AO9 The maximum residential 
density is one dwelling house 
per lot.

Complies.

PO10 Lot reconfiguration results 
in no additional lots.

AO10 No acceptable outcomes 
are prescribed.

NA

Landscape Values Overlay Code
Development in a High landscape value area

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES COMMENTS
PO1
Development within High 
landscape value areas identified 
on the Landscape values overlay 
maps contained in Schedule 2:
(a) avoids detrimental impacts 

on the landscape values of 
forested skylines, visible 
hillslopes, ridgelines, the 
coastal foreshore or the 
shoreline of other water 
bodies through the loss of 
vegetation; 

(b) is effectively screened from 
view from a road, lookout 
or other public place by an 
existing natural landform or 
native vegetation, or will be 
effectively screened by 
native vegetation within 3 
years of construction; 

(c) retains existing vegetation 

AO1.1
Buildings and structures are 
not more than 8.5 metres and 
two storeys in height.

Note - Height is inclusive of 
roof height.

AO1.2
Buildings and structures are 
setback not less than 50 
metres from ridgelines or 
peaks.

AO1.3
Development is screened from 
view from roads or other 
public places by an existing 
natural landform or an 
existing native vegetation 
buffer. 

Proposal complies.

Proposal complies.

Due to the site constraints, it is 
unavoidable to construct the 
garage in the proposed location.



and incorporates new 
landscaping to enhance 
existing vegetation and 
visually soften built form 
elements; 

(d) incorporates development 
of a scale, design, height, 
position on site, 
construction materials and 
external finishes that are 
compatible with the 
landscape values of the 
locality; 

(e) avoids detrimental impacts 
on landscape values and 
excessive changes to the 
natural landform as a result 
of the location, position on 
site, scale, design, extent 
and alignment of 
earthworks, roads, 
driveways, retaining walls 
and other on-ground or in-
ground infrastructure; 

(f) avoids detrimental impacts 
on landscape values and 
views as a result of the 
location, position on site, 
scale, design and alignment 
of telecommunications 
facilities, electricity towers, 
poles and lines and other 
tall infrastructure;

(g) extractive industry 
operations are avoided. 

Note - A visual impact 
assessment is undertaken in 
accordance with Planning 
scheme policy SC6.6 – 
Landscape values in order to 
satisfy performance outcomes. 

AO1.4
Where development on land 
steeper than 1 in 6 (16.6%) 
cannot be avoided:
(h) development follows the 

natural; contours of the 
site;

(i) buildings are split level or 
suspended floor 
construction, or a 
combination of the two; 

(j) lightweight materials are 
used to areas with 
suspended floors.

Note - Examples of suitable 
lightweight materials include 
timber or fibre cement boards 
or sheeting for walls and 
factory treated metal sheeting 
for walls and roofs.

AO1.5
The external features, walls 
and roofs of buildings and 
structures have a subdued and 
non-reflective palette. 

Note - Examples of suitable 
colours include shades of 
green, olive green, blue green, 
grey green, green blue, indigo, 
brown, blue grey, and green 
yellow.

AO1.6
No clearing of native 
vegetation occurs on land with 
a slope greater than 1 in 6 
(16.5%).

AO1.7
Where for accommodation 
activities or reconfiguration of 
a lot in a High landscape value 
area, development 
demonstrates that the height, 
design, scale, positioning on-

The design of the garage is 
consistent with that of the existing 
dwelling.  Therefore, visual impact 
will be minimised. 

See Environmental Management 
Zone Code assessment for 
proposed colours.

Only plants installed by the owners 
will be affected.

NA



site, proposed construction 
materials and external finishes 
are compatible with the 
landscape values. 

Note - A visual impact 
assessment undertaken in 
accordance with Planning 
scheme policy SC6.6 – 
Landscape values may be 
required.

AO1.8
Advertising devices do not 
occur.

NA

Bushfire Hazard Overlay Code

PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES ACCEPTABLE OUTCOMES COMMENTS
PO1
A vulnerable use is not 
established or materially 
intensified within a bushfire 
hazard area (bushfire prone 
area) unless there is an 
overriding need or other 
exceptional circumstances.

AO1
Vulnerable uses are not 
established or expanded.

The proposal is not a vulnerable 
use.

AO2
Emergency Services and uses 
providing community support 
services are not located in a 
bushfire hazard sub-category 
and have direct access to low 
hazard evacuation routes.

AO2

Emergency Services and uses 
providing community support 
services are not located in a 
bushfire hazard sub-category 
and have direct access to low 
hazard evacuation routes.

NA

PO3
Development involving 
hazardous materials 
manufactured or stored in bulk 
is not located in bushfire hazard 
sub-category. 

AO3

The manufacture or storage of 
hazardous material in bulk 
does not occur within bushfire 
hazard sub-category.

NA

PO10
Development is located and 

AO10
Buildings or building 



designed to ensure proposed 
buildings or building envelopes 
achieve a radiant heat flux level 
at any point on the building or 
envelope respectively, of:
(k) 10kW/m2 where involving a 

vulnerable use; or
(l) 29kW/m2 otherwise. 

The radiant heat flux level is 
achieved by separation unless 
this is not practically achievable.

Note - The radiant heat levels 
and separation distances are to 
be established in accordance 
with method 2 set out in 
AS3959-2009.

envelopes are separated from 
hazardous vegetation by a 
distance that: 
(m) achieves a radiant heat 

flux level of at any point 
on the building or 
envelope respectively, of 
10kW/m2  for a vulnerable 
use or 29kW/m2 
otherwise; and

(n) is contained wholly within 
the development site.

Note - Where a separation 
distance is proposed to be 
achieved by utilising existing 
cleared developed areas 
external to the site, certainty 
must be established (through 
tenure or other means) that 
the land will remain cleared of 
hazardous vegetation.

For staged developments, 
temporary separation 
distances, perimeter roads or 
fire trails may be absorbed as 
part of subsequent stages.

Note - The achievement of a 
cleared separation distance 
may not be achievable where 
other provisions within the 
planning scheme require 
protection of certain 
ecological, slope, visual or 
character features or 
functions.

The proposed development is 
located adjacent to rainforest, 
therefore risk from fire is 
extremely low.

PO11
A formed, all weather fire trail is 
provided between the 
hazardous vegetation and the 
site boundary or building 
envelope, and is readily 
accessible at all times for the 
type of fire fighting vehicles 
servicing the area.

AO11
Development sites are 
separated from hazardous 
vegetation by a public road or 
fire trail which has:
(o) a reserve or easement 

width of at least 20m;
(p) a minimum trafficable 

(cleared and formed) 
width of 4m capable of 

The nearby vegetation is not 
considered hazardous.  Further, 
the area between the development 
and road boundary is clear of 
vegetation.



However, a fire trail will not be 
required where it would not 
serve a practical fire 
management purpose.

Note - Fire trails are unlikely to 
be required where a 
development site involves less 
than 2.5ha

accommodating a 15 
tonne vehicle and which is 
at least 6m clear of 
vegetation;

(q) no cut or fill 
embankments or retaining 
walls adjacent to the 4m 
wide trafficable path; 

(r) a minimum of 4.8m 
vertical clearance;

(s) turning areas for fire-
fighting appliances in 
accordance with 
Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services’ Fire 
Hydrant and Vehicle 
Access Guidelines; 

(t) a maximum gradient of 
12.5%;

(u) a cross fall of no greater 
than 10 degrees;

(v) drainage and erosion 
control devices in 
accordance with the 
standards prescribed in a 
planning scheme policy; 

(w) vehicular access at each 
end which is connected to 
the public road network 
which is connected to the 
public road network at 
intervals of no more than 
500m;

(x) designated fire trail 
signage;

(y) if used, has gates locked 
with a system authorised 
by Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services; and

(z) if a fire trail, has an access 
easement that is granted 
in favour of Council and 
Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services.



PO12
All premises are provided with 
vehicular access that enables 
safe evacuation for occupants 
and easy access by fire fighting 
appliances.

AO12
Private driveways:
(aa)do not exceed a length of 

60m from the street to the 
building;

(bb) do not exceed a 
gradient of 12.5%;

(cc) have a minimum width of 
3.5m;

(dd) have a minimum of 
4.8m vertical clearance; 

(ee)accommodate turning 
areas for fire-fighting 
appliances in accordance 
with Queensland Fire and 
Emergency Services’ Fire 
Hydrant and Vehicle 
Access Guidelines; and

(ff) serve no more than 3 
dwellings or buildings.

Proposal complies.

PO13
Development outside 
reticulated water supply areas 
includes a dedicated static 
supply that is available solely for 
fire fighting purposes and can 
be accessed by fire fighting 
appliances. 

AO13
A water tank is provided 
within 10m of each building 
(other than a class 10 building) 
which:
(gg)is either below ground 

level or of non-flammable 
construction;

(hh) has a take off 
connection at a level that 
allows the following 
dedicated, static water 
supply to be left available 
for access by fire fighters:
(i) 10,000l for residential 

buildings
Note – A minimum of 7,500l is 
required in a tank and the 
extra 2,500l may be in the 
form of accessible swimming 
pools or dams.

(ii) 45,000l for industrial 
buildings; and

(iii) 20,000l for other 
buildings;

(ii) includes shielding of tanks 
and pumps in accordance 
with the relevant 

It is proposed to provide sufficient 
water storage to comply with this 
Acceptable Outcome.  However, 
water supply is to be provided via 
above ground plastic tank/s as with 
99% of the of properties not on a 
reticulated water supply.



standards; 
(jj) includes a hardstand area 

allowing medium rigid 
vehicle (15 tonne fire 
appliance) access within 
6m of the tank; 

(kk) is provided with fire 
brigade tank fittings – 
50mm ball valve and male 
camlock coupling and, if 
underground, an access 
hole of 200mm 
(minimum) to 
accommodate suction 
lines; and

(ll) is clearly identified by 
directional signage 
provided at the street 
frontage.

Town water is available, therefore 
this requirement is not applicable.

PO14
Landscaping does not increase 
the potential bushfire risk.

AO14
Landscaping uses species that 
are less likely to exacerbate a 
bushfire event, and does not 
increase fuel loads within 
separation areas.

Noted.

PO15
The risk of bushfire and the 
need to mitigate that risk is 
balanced against other factors 
(such as but not limited to, 
biodiversity or scenic amenity).

AO15 Bushfire risk mitigation 
treatments do not have a 
significant impact on the 
natural environment or 
landscape character of the 
locality where this has value.

Noted.

Natural Areas Overlay Code

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO1 Development protects 
matters of environmental 
significance.

AO1.1 Development avoids 
significant impact on the 
relevant environmental 
values. 

or 

AO1.2 A report is prepared by 
an appropriately qualified 
person demonstrating to the 
satisfaction of the assessment 
manager, that the 

The proposed location of the 
garage avoids any significant 
environmental areas by 
construction within an area where 
ornamental shrubs have been 
planted.



development site does not 
contain any matters of state 
and local environmental 
significance. 

Or

 AO1.3 Development is 
located, designed and 
operated to mitigate 
significant impacts on 
environmental values. For 
example, a report certified by 
an appropriately qualified 
person demonstrating to the 
satisfaction of the assessment 
manager, how the proposed 
development mitigates 
impacts, including on water 
quality, hydrology and 
biological processes.

PO2 Development is located, 
designed and constructed to 
avoid significant impacts on 
matters of environmental 
significance.

AO2 The design and layout of 
development minimises 
adverse impacts on 
ecologically important areas 
by: (a) focusing development 
in cleared areas to protect 
existing habitat; (b) utilising 
design to consolidate density 
and preserve existing habitat 
and native vegetation; (c) 
aligning new property 
boundaries to maintain 
ecologically important areas; 
(d) ensuring that alterations to 
natural landforms, hydrology 
and drainage patterns on the 
development site do not 
negatively affect ecologically 
important areas; (e) ensuring 
that significant fauna habitats 
are protected in their 
environmental context; and (f) 
incorporating measures that 
allow for the safe movement 
of fauna through the site.

The proposed location of the 
garage avoids any significant 
environmental areas by 
construction within an area where 
ornamental shrubs have been 
planted.



PO3 An adequate buffer to areas 
of state environmental 
significance is provided and 
maintained.

AO3.1 A buffer for an area of 
state environmental 
significance (Wetland 
protection area) has a 
minimum width of: (a) 100 
metres where the area is 
located outside Urban areas; 
or (b) 50 metres where the 
area is located within a Urban 
areas. 

or 

AO3.2 A buffer for an area of 
state environmental 
significance is applied and 
maintained, the width of 
which is supported by an 
evaluation of environmental 
values, including the function 
and threats to matters of 
environmental significance.

NA

PO4 Wetland and wetland buffer 
areas are maintained, 
protected and restored. 
Note – Wetland buffer areas 
are identified in AO3.1.

AO4.1 Native vegetation 
within wetlands and wetland 
buffer areas is retained. 

AO4.2 Degraded sections of 
wetlands and wetland buffer 
areas are revegetated with 
endemic native plants in 
patterns and densities which 
emulate the relevant regional 
ecosystem.

NA

PO5 Development avoids the 
introduction of nonnative 
pest species (plant or 
animal), that pose a risk to 
ecological integrity.

AO5.1 Development avoids 
the introduction of non-native 
pest species. 

AO5.2 The threat of existing 
pest species is controlled by 
adopting pest management 
practices for long-term 
ecological integrity.

NA

PO6 Development protects and 
enhances ecological 
connectivity and/or habitat 
extent.

AO6.1 Development retains 
native vegetation in areas 
large enough to maintain 
ecological values, functions 
and processes. and 

The proposed location of the 
garage avoids any significant 
environmental areas by 
construction within an area where 
ornamental shrubs have been 
planted.



AO6.2 Development within an 
ecological corridor 
rehabilitates native 
vegetation. and AO6.3 
Development within a 
conservation corridor 
mitigates adverse impacts on 
native fauna, feeding, nesting, 
breeding and roosting sites 
and native fauna movements.

PO7 Development minimises 
disturbance to matters of 
state environmental 
significance (including 
existing ecological corridors).

AO7.1 Development avoids 
shading of vegetation by 
setting back buildings by a 
distance equivalent to the 
height of the native 
vegetation. and 

AO7.2 Development does not 
encroach within 10 metres of 
existing riparian vegetation 
and watercourses.

NA

PO8 Development is set back 
from waterways to protect 
and maintain: (a) water 
quality; (b) hydrological 
functions; (c) ecological 
processes; (d) biodiversity 
values; (e) riparian and in-
stream habitat values and 
connectivity; (f) in-stream 
migration.

AO8.1 Where a waterway is 
contained within an easement 
or a reserve required for that 
purpose, development does 
not occur within the easement 
or reserve; 

or 

AO8.2 Development does not 
occur on the part of the site 
affected by the waterway 
corridor.

NA

PO9 Development is set back 
from waterways to protect 
and maintain: (a) water 
quality; (b) hydrological 
functions; (c) ecological 
processes; (d) biodiversity 
values; (e) riparian and in-
stream habitat values and 
connectivity; (f) in-stream 
migration

AO9 Development does not 
occur on that part of the site 
affected by a waterway 
corridor.

NA



Potential Landslip Overlay Code

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO1 The siting and design of 
development does not 
involve complex engineering 
solutions and does not 
create or increase the 
potential landslide hazard 
risk to the site or adjoining 
premises through: (a) 
building design; (b) increased 
slope; (c) removal of 
vegetation; (d) stability of 
soil; (e) earthworks; (f) 
alteration of existing ground 
water or surface water 
paths; (g) waste disposal 
areas.

AO1.1 Development is located 
on that part of the site not 
affected by the Potential 
landslide hazard overlay. 

Or

AO1.2 Development is on an 
existing stable, benched site 
and requires no further 
earthworks

 or 

AO1.3 A competent person 
certifies that: (a) the stability 
of the site, including 
associated buildings and 
infrastructure, will be 
maintained during the course 
of the development and will 
remain stable for the life of 
the development; (b) 
development of the site will 
not increase the risk of 
landslide hazard activity on 
other land, including land 
above the site; (c) the site is 
not subject to the risk of 
landslide activity on other 
land; (d) any measures 
identified in a site-specific 
geotechnical report for 
stabilising the site or 
development have been fully 
implemented; (e) 
development does not 
concentrate existing ground 

Geotechnical assessment of the 
proposed development is 
attached.



water and surface water 
paths; (f) development does 
not incorporate on-site waste 
water disposal.

PO2 The siting and design of 
necessary retaining 
structures does not cause an 
adverse visual impact on 
landscape character or 
scenic amenity quality of the 
area.

AO2 Excavation or fill: (a) is 
not more than 1.2 metres in 
height for each batter or 
retaining wall; (b) is setback a 
minimum of 2 metres from 
property boundaries; (c) is 
stepped with a minimum 2 
metre wide berm to 
incorporate landscaping in 
accordance with Planning 
scheme policy SC6.7 – 
Landscaping; (d) does not 
exceed a maximum of 3 
batters and 3 berms (i.e. Not 
greater than 3.6 metres in 
height) on any one lot.

No excavation or filling proposed.

Hillslopes Overlay Code

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO2 The landscape character and 
visual amenity quality of 
hillslopes areas is retained to 
protect the scenic backdrop 
to the region.

AO2.1 Development does not 
occur on land with a gradient 
in excess of 1 in 6 (16.6%) or 

AO2.2 Where development on 
land steeper than 1 in 6 
(16.6%) cannot be avoided, 
development follows the 
natural contours of the site.

AO2.3 Access ways and 
driveways are: (a) constructed 
with surface materials that 
blend with the surrounding 
environment; (b) landscaped 
with dense planting to 
minimise the visual impact of 
the construction; (c) provided 
with erosion control measures 
immediately after 
construction. 

Due to the slope of the land, the 
proposed construction method is 
unavoidable so as to minimise 
disturbance of the site.

Driveway will be consistent with 
existing driveway.



AO2.4 The clearing or 
disturbance of vegetation is 
limited to clearing and 
disturbance that: (a) is 
necessary for the construction 
of driveways; (b) is necessary 
to contain the proposed 
development; (c) minimises 
canopy clearing or 
disturbance; (d) minimises 
riparian clearing or 
disturbance. 

AO2.5 On land with slopes 
greater than 1 in 6 (16.6%) or 
greater, alternative 
construction methods to 
concrete slab on ground are 
utilised (i.e. split level or post 
and beam constructed 
buildings that minimise 
modification to the natural 
terrain of the land). 

AO2.6 Development does not 
alter the sky line. 

AO2.7 Buildings and 
structures: (a) are finished 
predominantly in the following 
exterior colours or surfaces: (i) 
moderately dark to darker 
shades of olive green, brown, 
green, blue, or charcoal; or (ii) 
moderately dark to darker 
wood stains that blend with 
the colour and hues of the 
surrounding vegetation and 
landscape; (b) are not finished 
in the following exterior 
colours or surfaces: (i) pastel 
or terracotta colours, reds, 
yellows, shades of white or 
beige, or other bright colours 
that do not blend with the 
surrounding vegetation and 
landscape; (ii) reflective 
surfaces.

The design of the garage results in 
minimal disturbance of 
vegetation.

The construction method 
proposed is the same as the 
existing dwelling and will result no 
excavation or filling.

N/A

Garage to finished in the same 
colours as the existing dwelling.



AO2.8 Exterior colour schemes 
limit the use of white or other 
light colours to exterior trim 
and highlighting of 
architectural features 

AO2.9 Areas between the first 
floor (including outdoor deck 
areas) and ground level are 
screened from view. 

AO2.10 Recreational or 
ornamental features (including 
tennis courts, ponds or 
swimming pools) do not occur 
on land: (a) with a gradient of 
1 in 6 (16.6%) or more; (b) are 
designed to be sited and 
respond to the natural 
constraints of the land and 
require minimal earthworks.

The land slopes away from the 
road.  Therefore, the underfloor 
area is only visible from the 
adjacent bushland.

NA

PO3 Excavation or filling does not 
have an adverse impact on 
the amenity, safety, stability 
or function of the site or 
adjoining premises through: 
(a) loss of privacy; (b) loss of 
access to sunlight; (c) 
intrusion of visual or 
overbearing impacts; (d) 
complex engineering 
solutions.

AO3 Excavation or fill: (a) is 
not more than 1.2 metres in 
height for each batter or 
retaining wall; (b) is setback a 
minimum of 2 metres from 
property boundaries; (c) is 
stepped with a minimum 2 
metre wide berm to 
incorporate landscaping in 
accordance with Planning 
scheme policy SC6.7 – 
Landscaping; (d) does not 
exceed a maximum of 3 
batters and 3 berms (i.e. not 
greater than 3.6 metres in 
height) on any one lot.

No excavation or filling proposed.

Infrastructure Works Code – Applicable parts only.
 
PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO3
An adequate, safe and reliable 
supply of potable, fire fighting 
and general use water is 

AO3.1
The premises is connected to 
Council’s reticulated water 
supply system in accordance 

Garage only, therefore not 
applicable.  However, town water 
is connected to the site. 



provided. with the Design Guidelines set 
out in Section D6 of the 
Planning scheme policy SC5 – 
FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual; 

or

AO3.2
Where a reticulated water 
supply system is not available 
to the premises, on site water 
storage tank/s with a 
minimum capacity of 10,000 
litres of stored water, with a 
minimum 7,500 litre tank, 
with the balance from other 
sources (e.g. accessible 
swimming pool, dam etc.) and 
access to the tank/s for fire 
trucks is provided for each 
new house or other 
development. Tank/s are to be 
fitted with a 50mm ball valve 
with a camlock fitting and 
installed and connected prior 
to occupation of the house 
and sited to be visually 
unobtrusive.

PO4
Provision is made for the 
treatment and disposal of 
effluent to ensure that there are 
no adverse impacts on water 
quality and no adverse ecological 
impacts as a result of the system 
or as a result of increasing the 
cumulative effect of systems in 
the locality.

AO4.1
The site is connected to 
Council’s sewerage system 
and the extension of or 
connection to the sewerage 
system is designed and 
constructed in accordance 
with the Design Guidelines set 
out in Section D7 of the 
Planning scheme policy SC5 – 
FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual;

or

AO4.2
Where not in a sewerage 
scheme area, the proposed 
disposal system meets the 

Not applicable as development is 
for a garage.



requirements of Section 33 of 
the Environmental Protection 
Policy (Water) 1997 and the 
proposed on site effluent 
disposal system is designed in 
accordance with the Plumbing 
and Drainage Act (2002).

PO5
Development is planned, 
designed, constructed and 
operated to avoid or minimise 
adverse impacts on stormwater 
quality in natural and developed 
catchments by:
(mm) achieving stormwater 

quality objectives;
(nn) protecting water 

environmental values;
(oo) maintaining waterway 

hydrology.

AO5.1
A connection is provided from 
the premises to Council’s 
drainage system;

or

AO5.2
An underground drainage 
system is constructed to 
convey stormwater from the 
premises to Council’s drainage 
system in accordance with the 
Design Guidelines set out in 
Sections D4 and D5 of the 
Planning scheme policy SC5 – 
FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual.

AO5.3
A stormwater quality 
management plan is prepared, 
and provides for achievable 
stormwater quality treatment 
measures meeting design 
objectives listed in Error! 
Reference source not found. 
and Error! Reference source 
not found., reflecting land use 
constraints, such as:
(pp) erosive, dispersive 

and/or saline soil types;
(qq) landscape features 

(including landform);
(rr) acid sulfate soil and 

management of nutrients 
of concern;

(ss) rainfall erosivity.

AO5.4
Erosion and sediment control 

Garage roof waste water will be 
connected to the street drainage 
system.

Stormwater will be from roof and 
driveway only.

Noted.



practices are designed, 
installed, constructed, 
monitored, maintained, and 
carried out in accordance with 
an erosion and sediment 
control plan.

AO5.5
Development incorporates 
stormwater flow control 
measures to achieve the 
design objectives set out in 
Error! Reference source not 
found. and Error! Reference 
source not found., including 
management of frequent 
flows, peak flows, and 
construction phase 
hydrological impacts.

Note – Planning scheme policy 
SC5 – FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual provides 
guidance on soil and water 
control measures to meet the 
requirements of the 
Environmental Protection Act 
1994.

Note – During construction 
phases of development, 
contractors and builders are to 
have consideration in their 
work methods and site 
preparation for their 
environmental duty to protect 
stormwater quality.

Stormwater flow control will be 
achieved by discharge of roof 
waste water to the street drainage 
system.

Access, Parking and Servicing Code 

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS
PO1 Sufficient on-site car 
parking is provided to cater 
for the amount and type of 
vehicle traffic expected to be 
generated by the use or uses 

AO1.1 The minimum number 
of on-site vehicle parking 
spaces is not less than the 
number prescribed in Table 
9.4.1.3.b for that particular 

There will be adequate area on-
site for vehicle parking in 
accordance with Table 9.4.1.3.b 



of the site, having particular 
regard to: 

(a) the desired character of 
the area; 
(b) the nature of the 
particular use and its specific 
characteristics and scale; 
(c) the number of employees 
and the likely number of 
visitors to the site; 
(d) the level of local 
accessibility; 
(e) the nature and frequency 
of any public transport 
serving the area;
 (f) whether or not the use 
involves the retentionof an 
existing building and the 
previous requirements for 
car parking for the building 
(g) whether or not the use 
involves a heritage building 
or place of local significance; 
(h) whether or not the 
proposed use involves the 
retention of significant 
vegetation.

use or uses. 

AO1.2 Car parking spaces are 
freely available for the parking 
of vehicles at all times and are 
not used for external storage 
purposes, the display of 
products or rented/sub-
leased.

AO1.3 Parking for motorcycles 
is substituted for ordinary 
vehicle parking to a maximum 
level of 2% of total ordinary 
vehicle parking. 

AO1.4 For parking areas 
exceeding 50 spaces parking, 
is provided for recreational 
vehicles as a substitute for 
ordinary vehicle parking to a 
maximum of 5% of total 
ordinary vehicle parking rate.

 NA 

NA

NA 

PO2 Vehicle parking areas 
are designed and 
constructed in 
accordance with 
relevant standards.

AO2 Vehicle parking areas are 
designed and constructed in 
accordance with Australian 
Standard: (a) AS2890.1; (b) 
AS2890.3; (c) AS2890.6

NA

PO3 Access points are 
designed and 
constructed: 

(a) to operate safely and 
efficiently; 
(b) to accommodate the 
anticipated type and volume 
of vehicles 
(c) to provide for shared 
vehicle (including cyclists) 
and pedestrian use, where 
appropriate; 
(d) so that they do not 

AO3.1 Access is limited to one 
access cross over per site and 
is an access point located, 
designed and constructed in 
accordance with: 

(a) Australian Standard 
AS2890.1;

 
(b) Planning scheme policy 
SC6.5 – FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual - access 
crossovers. 

One access point is proposed. 



impede traffic or pedestrian 
movement on the adjacent 
road area; 
(e) so that they do not 
adversely impact upon 
existing intersections or 
future road or intersection 
improvements; 
(f) so that they do not 
adversely impact current 
and future on-street parking 
arrangements; 
(g) so that they do not 
adversely impact on existing 
services within the road 
reserve adjacent to the site; 
(h) so that they do not 
involve ramping, cutting of 
the adjoining road reserve 
or any built structures (other 
than what may be necessary 
to cross over a stormwater 
channel).

AO3.2 Access, including 
driveways or access 
crossovers:

 (a) are not placed over an 
existing: 

(i) telecommunications pit; 
(ii) stormwater kerb inlet; 
(iii) sewer utility hole; (iv) 

water valve or hydrant. 

a) bare designed to 
accommodate any 
adjacent footpath;

 (c) adhere to minimum sight 
distance requirements in 
accordance with AS2980.1.
 
AO3.3 Driveways are:

(a) designed to follow as 
closely as possible to 
the existing contours, 
but are no steeper 
than the gradients 
outlined in Planning 
scheme policy SC6.5 – 
FNQROC Regional 
Development Manual; 

(b) constructed such that 
where there is a grade shift to 
1 in 4 (25%), there is an area 
with a grade of no more than 
1 in in 6 (16.6%) prior to this 
area, for a distance of at least 
5 metres; 

(c) on gradients greater than 1 
in 6 (16.6%) driveways are 
constructed to ensure the 
cross-fall of the driveway is 
one way and directed into the 
hill, for vehicle safety and 
drainage purposes;

Noted.

The driveway access to the garage 
will be level.



 (d) constructed such that the 
transitional change in grade 
from the road to the lot is fully 
contained within the lot and 
not within the road reserve; 

(e) designed to include all 
necessary associated drainage 
that intercepts and directs 
storm water runoff to the 
storm water drainage system

AO3.4 Surface construction 
materials are consistent with 
the current or intended future 
streetscape or character of 
the area and contrast with the 
surface construction materials 
of any adjacent footpath.

Driveway will be concrete.

PO4 Sufficient on-site wheel 
chair accessible car 
parking spaces are 
provided and are 
identified and reserved 
for such purposes.

AO4 The number of on-site 
wheel chair accessible car 
parking spaces complies with 
the rates specified in AS2890 
Parking Facilities.

NA

PO5 Access for people with 
disabilities is provided 
to the building from the 
parking area and from 
the street.

AO5 Access for people with 
disabilities is provided in 
accordance with the relevant 
Australian Standard.

NA 

PO6 Sufficient on-site bicycle 
parking is provided to 
cater for the anticipated 
demand generated by 
the development.

AO6 The number of on-site 
bicycle parking spaces 
complies with the rates 
specified in Table 9.4.1.3.b.

NA

PO7 Development provides 
secure and convenient 
bicycle parking which: 

(a) for visitors is obvious and 
located close to the 
building’s main 
entrance; 

(b) for employees is 

AO7.1 Development provides 
bicycle parking spaces for 
employees which are co-
located with end-of-trip 
facilities (shower cubicles and 
lockers); 

AO7.2 Development ensures 
that the location of visitor 

NA

NA



conveniently located to 
provide secure and 
convenient access 
between the bicycle 
storage area, end-of-
trip facilities and the 
main area of the 
building; 

(c) is easily and safely 
accessible from outside 
the site.

bicycle parking is discernible 
either by direct view or using 
signs from the street. 

AO7.3 Development provides 
visitor bicycle parking which 
does not impede pedestrian 
movement.

NA

PO8 Development provides 
walking and cycle 
routes through the site 
which: 

(a) link to the external 
network and pedestrian 
and cyclist destinations 
such as schools, 
shopping centres, open 
space, public transport 
stations, shops and local 
activity centres along 
the safest, most direct 
and convenient routes;

 (b) encourage walking and 
cycling; 

(c) ensure pedestrian and 
cyclist safety.

AO8 Development provides 
walking and cycle routes 
which are constructed on the 
carriageway or through the 
site to:

(a) create a walking or cycle 
route along the full 
frontage of the site; 

(b) connect to public transport 
and existing cycle and walking 
routes at the frontage or 
boundary of the site.

NA

PO9 Access, internal 
circulation and on-site 
parking for service 
vehicles are designed 
and constructed: 

(a) in accordance with 
relevant standards;

 (b) so that they do not 
interfere with the 
amenity of the 
surrounding area;

 (c) so that they allow for the 
safe and convenient 
movement of 

AO9.1 Access driveways, 
vehicle manoeuvring and 
onsite parking for service 
vehicles are designed and 
constructed in accordance 
with AS2890.1 andAS2890.2

AO9.2 Service and loading 
areas are contained fully 
within the site.

AO9.3 The movement of 
service vehicles and service 
operations are designed so 
they: 

(a) do not impede access to 

NA



pedestrians, cyclists and 
other vehicles.

parking spaces; 

(b) do not impede vehicle or 
pedestrian traffic movement.

PO10 Sufficient queuing and 
set down areas are 
provided to 
accommodate the 
demand generated by 
the development.

AO10.1 Development provides 
adequate area on-site for 
vehicle queuing to 
accommodate the demand 
generated by the 
development where drive 
through facilities or drop-
off/pick-up services are 
proposed as part of the use, 
including, but not limited to, 
the following land uses: 

(a) car wash; 
(b) child care centre; 
(c) educational establishment 
where for a school; 
(d) food and drink outlet, 
where including a drive-
through facility; 
(e) hardware and trade 
supplies, where including a 
drive-through facility;
 (f) hotel, where including a 
drive-through facility; 
(g) service station. 

AO10.2 Queuing and set-down 
areas are designed and 
constructed in accordance 
with AS2890.1.

NA

 Filling and Excavation Code

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO1 All filling and excavation 
work does not create a 
detrimental impact on the 
slope stability, erosion 
potential or visual amenity 
of the site or the 

AO1.1 The height of cut 
and/or fill, whether retained 
or not, does not exceed 2 
metres in height. and Cuts in 
excess of those stated in A1.1 
above are separated by 

No filling or excavation is 
proposed on-site other than for 
footings.



surrounding area. benches/ terraces with a 
minimum width of 1.2 metres 
that incorporate drainage 
provisions and screen 
planting. 

AO1.2 Cuts are supported by 
batters, retaining or rock walls 
and associated 
benches/terraces are capable 
of supporting mature 
vegetation.

 AO1.3 Cuts are screened from 
view by the siting of the 
building/structure, wherever 
possible

AO1.4 Topsoil from the site is 
retained from cuttings and 
reused on benches/terraces.

 AO1.5 No crest of any cut or 
toe of any fill, or any part of 
any retaining wall or structure 
is closer than 600mm to any 
boundary of the property, 
unless the prior written 
approval of the adjoining 
landowner has been obtained. 

AO1.6 Non-retained cut 
and/or fill on slopes are 
stabilised and protected 
against scour and erosion by 
suitable measures, such as 
grassing, landscaping or other 
protective/aesthetic 
measures.

No cuts requiring retaining will be 
made

NA

NA

NA

NA  

PO2 Filling and excavation 
are carried out in such a 
manner that the 
visual/scenic amenity of 
the area and the privacy 
and stability of 
adjoining properties is 
not compromised.

AO2.1 The extent of filling and 
excavation does not exceed 
40% of the site area, or 500m2 
whichever is the lesser, except 
that 

AO2.1 does not apply to 
reconfiguration of 5 lots or 

None proposed.

NA



more. 

AO2.2 Filling and excavation 
does not occur within 2 
metres of the site boundary.

NA

PO3 Filling and excavation 
does not result in a 
change to the run off 
characteristics of a site 
which then have a 
detrimental impact on 
the site or nearby land 
or adjacent road 
reserves.

AO3.1 Filling and excavation 
does not result in the ponding 
of water on a site or adjacent 
land or road reserves. 

AO3.2 Filling and excavation 
does not result in an increase 
in the flow of water across a 
site or any other land or road 
reserves. 

AO3.3 Filling and excavation 
does not result in an increase 
in the volume of water or 
concentration of water in a 
watercourse and overland 
flow paths. 

AO3.4 Filling and excavation 
complies with the 
specifications set out in 
Planning Scheme Policy No 
SC5 – FNQROC Development 
Manual.

None proposed.

PO4 Filling and excavation 
does not result in a 
reduction of the water 
quality of receiving 
waters

AO4 Water quality is 
maintained to comply with the 
specifications set out in 
Planning Scheme Policy No 
SC5 – FNQROC Development 
Manual.

Water quality to be maintained as 
per the FNQROC Development 
Manual 

PO5 Excavation and filling 
does not impact on 
Public Utilities.

AO5 Excavation and filling is 
clear of the zone of influence 
of public utilities.

Noted. 



Vegetation Management Code

PERFORMANCE CRITERIA ACCEPTABLE SOLUTIONS COMMENTS

PO1 Vegetation is protected 
to ensure that: 

(a) the character and 
amenity of the local area 
is maintained; 

(b) vegetation damage does 
not result in 
fragmentation of 
habitats; 

(c) vegetation damage is 
undertaken in a 
sustainable manner; 

(d) the Shire’s biodiversity 
and ecological values are 
maintained and 
protected;
 

(e) vegetation of historical, 
cultural and / or visual 
significance is retained; 

(f) vegetation is retained for 
erosion prevention and 
slope stabilisation.

AO1.1 Vegetation damage is 
undertaken by a statutory 
authority on land other than 
freehold land that the 
statutory authority has control 
over; or 

AO1.2 Vegetation damage is 
undertaken by or on behalf of 
the local government on land 
controlled, owned or operated 
by the local government; or 

AO1.3 Vegetation damage, 
other than referenced in 
AO1.1 or AO1.2 is the damage 
of:
 
(a) vegetation declared as a 

pest pursuant to the Land 
Protection (Pest and Stock 
Route Management) Act 
2002; or 

(b) vegetation identified 
within the local 
government’s register of 
declared plants pursuant 
to the local government’s 
local laws; or 

(c) vegetation is located 
within a Rural zone and 
the trunk is located within 
ten metres of an existing 
building; or 

(d) vegetation is located 
within the Conservation zone 
or Environmental 
management zone and the 
trunk is located within three 
metres of an existing or 
approved structure, not 

Building to be constructed on an 
area of the property that has been 
landscaped by the owners.  
Therefore, native vegetation will 
not be affected.



including a boundary fence;. 
or 

AO1.4 Vegetation damage 
that is reasonably necessary 
for carrying out work that is: 

(a) authorised or required 
under legislation or a local 
law; 

(b)specified in a notice served 
by the local government or 
another regulatory authority;

 or 

AO1.5 Vegetation damage for 
development where the 
damage is on land the subject 
of a valid development 
approval and is necessary to 
give effect to the development 
approval; or 

AO1.6 Vegetation damage is in 
accordance with an approved 
Property Map of Assessable 
Vegetation issued under the 
Vegetation Management Act 
1999; or 

AO1.7 Vegetation damage is 
essential to the maintenance 
of an existing fire break; or 

AO1.8 Vegetation damage is 
essential to prevent 
interference to overhead 
service cabling; or 

AO1.9 Vegetation damage is 
for an approved Forest 
practice, where the lot is 
subject to a scheme approved 
under the Vegetation 
Management Act 1999; or 



AO1.10 Vegetation damage is 
undertaken in accordance 
with section 584 of the 
Sustainable Planning Act 2009. 

AO1.11 Vegetation damage 
where it is necessary to 
remove one tree in order to 
protect an adjacent more 
significant tree (where they 
are growing close to one 
another). 

AO1.12 Private property 
owners may only remove 
dead, dying, structurally 
unsound vegetation following 
receipt of written advice from, 
at minimum, a fully qualified 
Certificate V Arborist. A copy 
of the written advice is to be 
submitted to Council for its 
records, a minimum of seven 
business days prior to the 
vegetation damage work 
commencing.

PO2 Vegetation damaged on 
a lot does not result in a 
nuisance

AO2.1 Damaged vegetation is 
removed and disposed of at 
an approved site; or

AO2.2 Damaged vegetation is 
mulched or chipped if used 
onsite.

Complies 

PO3 Vegetation damage 
identified on the Places 
of significance overlay 
lot does not result in a 
negative impact on the 
site’s heritage values

AO3 No acceptable outcomes 
are prescribed.

NA



Conclusion

The development application seeks a Development Permit for Building Work made assessable under the 
Planning Scheme for the purpose of a garage on land describes as Lot 31 RP749728  Hibiscus Avenue, 
Rocky Point.

The proposed development is considered consistent with the relevant Planning Scheme Codes and the 
surrounding locality.

In summary the report concludes:

 The proposal complies with the requirements for making a Development Application under the 
Planning Act 2016; &

 The proposal is consistent with the existing and future use of the property.
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